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Assisting learning in e-assessment: a closer look at educational supports
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This study analyses the educational support offered through information and communication technology during formative assessment in two different cases in higher education. We analysed one blended and one virtual case from two different universities. The study aimed at identifying specific patterns of educational support intended to foster two interaction processes: (1) the promotion of greater autonomy in the students and (2) the construction of more appropriate meanings by them. The analysis showed that these two processes were achieved with different attainment levels in each of the two study cases. Specific patterns of support mediated by technology were found underlying these different results. This led us to identify ‘suitable’ and ‘undesirable’ patterns of support in e-assessment practices.
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Introduction
Assessment is an essential part of the instructional process as whole, not just a matter of marking. Indeed, assessment should also promote the enhancement of teaching and learning results (Benett 2011; Clements and Cord 2013; Price et al. 2010). Nowadays, information and communication technologies (ICT) are regarded as crucial tools for this improvement, as e-assessment is playing an increasingly important role in the transformation of higher education (Whitelock 2010). Many studies claim that the innovation and importance of e-assessment relies on automated marking, easing the instructor’s workload (Chiou, Hwang, and Tseng 2009; Noorbehhbahani and Kardan 2011; Stödberg 2012). However, we should not restrict the contribution of e-assessment to this very last aspect of the process: ICT provides an excellent medium not only to track students’ learning, but also to support it (Daly et al. 2010; Russell et al. 2006). Therefore, how assessment can guide learning should be of special concern for educators and instructional designers.

Current literature offers plenty of well-established principles to promote learning through formative assessment (Black and William 2009; McLoughlin and Luca 2006; Morgan and O’Reilly 2006; Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick 2006; Rust, O’Donovan, and Price 2005). These principles generally relate to topics such as the power of feedback to move students forward, the communication of learning goals
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and assessment criteria, the use of peer and self-assessment or the promotion of critical thinking and metacognitive skills. From a sociocultural point of view, the reason why these principles may ultimately support learning lies in their potential to promote two processes which, generally speaking, explain how teaching facilitates learning:

- **Negotiating meanings with students**: to increase the amount of shared meanings between the participants (Mercer 2000). This process allows the instructor (as well as more expert peers) to use semiotic devices to foster the construction of more appropriate and accepted knowledge by the student (Coll, Mauri, and Onrubia 2002). Semiotic devices are ways of using language that help create shared knowledge; for instance, affirming or rejecting someone’s idea or reformulating someone’s contribution by extending and perfecting it (Mercer 2000). These devices—and many others—are used in a negotiation process where the instructor connects with students’ initial representations of the instructional context and the learning contents, and appropriately supports a revision of those meanings. This process is rooted in the classical concept of intersubjectivity. The importance of the instructor’s actions aimed at promoting higher levels of intersubjectivity in online settings has been well documented (Bober and Dennen 2001; Dennen and Wieland 2007; Garrison and Cleveland-Innes 2005).

- **Increasing students’ autonomy and self-regulated learning**: in the process of activating the students’ learning ownership (Black and Wiliam 2009), the students progressively develop the ability to make decisions over their learning, as they become more capable of identifying the task, planning a response, enacting a strategy and reviewing their own performance (Greene and Azevedo 2007). According to Black and Wiliam (2009), activating students’ learning ownership involves critical aspects such as motivation, interest, metacognition and self-assessment. However, promoting students’ autonomy requires a transfer of control over learning from the expert to the student. The instructor regulates the assistance offered, so that more and richer support is given when the student is less capable of performing the task, and vice versa. Guidance—often described as a scaffolding process—can only fade out once the student has sufficient knowledge to provide ‘internal’ guidance (Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark 2006). Adjusting the explicitness of scaffolding according to students’ characteristics is a delicate process in online settings, both in individual tasks and collaborative activities (Rienties et al. 2012).

The main purpose of this study is to analyse how specific support devices in e-assessment practices—often defined as principles for good assessment practice—may contribute to making students more autonomous and to the construction of more adequate meanings. We sought to identify patterns by which specific supports were articulated during e-assessment practices, and how these patterns might facilitate (or hamper) students’ learning autonomy and knowledge construction. The findings provided some examples of suitable support patterns (and ‘undesirable’ ones) that will hopefully contribute to improve criteria for instructional design and implementation of online formative assessment processes.

We studied the educational supports offered by means of ICT during e-assessment processes in two different scenarios in higher education: a virtual and a
blended case (Allen and Seaman 2006; Oliver and Trigwell 2005). Studying different and contrasting scenarios increases the likelihood of finding diverse examples of support patterns. Our objective was not to compare these two cases, but to find diverse examples of both successful and unsuccessful support patterns. While some studies have stated that the format (virtual or blended) of the course does not predict different patterns of participation *per se* – at least, students’ participation – (Brooks and Bippus 2012), other authors have underlined the differences between the two formats (Mansour and Mupinga 2007), and even asserted the superiority of online environments over blended settings (Reasons, Valadares, and Slavkin 2005). Indeed, virtual environments, compared to blended settings, have usually been described as more student-centred scenarios (Heckman and Annabi 2005; Vess 2005).

In our analysis, we considered the assessment process at two levels. First, we examined the assistance offered to students in every assessment activity individually considered (Coll et al. 2007). Second, we considered the assistance offered to students throughout the assessment programme, that is, throughout the whole set of assessment activities that are displayed in the entire course (Lafuente 2010). These two concepts are developed further in the paper.

**Method**

We performed a case study. This is an appropriate method when researchers seek to answer descriptive questions (what happened), as well as explicative questions (how and why it happened); it is also useful for reaching a deep understanding of an instructional context (Flick 2009; Yin 2003). Two cases at two different universities in Spain were analysed. The criteria used to choose the cases were:

- ICT devices should be used for formative assessment purposes, developing several assessment activities in a ′continuous assessment′ programme.
- The proportion of ICT usage should differ: one case should develop in a blended format; the other should take place completely online.

Participants took part voluntarily, and we always followed the institutional ethical standards. We treated data anonymously and only for the strict purpose of this study.

The first case was a compulsory course on Educational Psychology in a PhD programme, carried out in a blended format, combining fortnightly face-to-face activities with activities developed on the Moodle Learning Management System (LMS) (McGill and Klobas 2009). There were 41 participants (three instructors teaching collaboratively and 38 students). For the instructors, this was their first experience teaching in a blended setting; the technological experience varied among the students. The assessment programme included these activities:

- collaborative elaboration of summaries of the six course units;
- presentation of collaborative summaries and participation in fortnightly face-to-face sessions;
- peer assessment of presentations;
- participation in three discussion e-forums (students had to make a contribution at least once a month, throughout the duration of the course);
- individual synthesis by the end of the course.
The second case was a compulsory course on Instructional Psychology for the degree of Psychology. This course took place on a virtual university campus (a LMS based on Sun Microsystems software). The participants were 35 students and one instructor, all of whom had extensive experience in e-learning settings. The assessment programme included the following activities:

- screening activity (students had to answer some questions about their knowledge and expectations on the course);
- collaborative discussion to summarise the three main ideas of each unit;
- collaborative case study in each unit;
- individual reading of a monograph and answering a reading guide;
- individual synthesis by the end of the course;
- authentication test (this activity took place in a face-to-face setting: each student had to answer four questions on the previous activities to verify the authorship of the previous delivered products).

Both cases comprised seven units; both included a presentation unit (where instructors presented the objectives, activities and methodology of the course), a final unit (devoted to synthesising the contents) and five intermediate units where participants worked on various course contents. The blended course lasted 25 weeks, and the virtual course lasted 19 weeks.

We collected all the written exchanges between the participants throughout the course. We registered all the messages posted by instructors and students on the LMS, and gathered all the documents related to these activities (including all the draft and final products). Additionally, in the blended case, we systematically observed the face-to-face sessions, particularly whenever assessment activities took place. We also used questionnaires and semi-structured interviews to collect complementary data that helped us reveal the participants’ performances during the assessment process. All students completed three questionnaires: at the beginning of the course, at the midpoint and at the end. Semi-structured interviews were carried out with seven volunteer students from the blended case and three from the virtual case; in the interviews they expanded and complemented some of their prior answers to the questionnaires. Likewise, we held three different interviews with all the instructors during the course.

Data analysis

Analysing educational supports

Although the initial sample was composed of all instructors and students in both courses, the analysis ultimately focused on the educational supports received by one single student from all their instructors and peers in each case. We chose to study the supports received by a student who got a ‘B’ as a final grade, since ‘B’ was the most frequent grade in both courses. Therefore, we studied the supports received by these two individual students by means of ICT during all the assessment activities, in four different units of the course: Presentation Unit, Unit 1, Unit 4 and Final Unit. We picked these different moments of the course to have a representative sample of what occurred throughout the assessment programme (as well as to simplify the analysis and the subsequent presentation of results).
The analysis started by describing the main performances by instructors and students during the course. Assessment activities were considered in a broad scope, including what happened before the assessment activity itself – while discussing and clarifying norms and expectations, for instance – and afterwards – while correcting or giving feedback. It is important to consider these performances and the educational supports offered at different moments of the activity, and how they evolve in time (Mercer 2008).

By studying the evolution of such supports we identified diverse patterns, grounded on the analysis of four different dimensions of the educational assistance: (1) type; (2) proximity; (3) level of elaboration and (4) quantity. Despite conceiving the educational support as a continuous process, we strived to divide and identify the different ‘chunks’ of assistance that a student might receive along assessment processes. For each of these dimensions, we created a category system which was later used for content analysis. To this purpose, first we defined operational criteria for each category based both on theoretical principles derived from a literature review and on the singularity of our cases (Kane 2006). Then, we applied the categories to the data in an iterative process that involved adjusting some categories, until reaching the full agreement in saturation and final definition of the categories. Later, to determine the reliability of the coding system, three external judges applied it to the Presentation Unit in both cases (selecting 15 educational supports for each case). The external judges were instructors experienced in teaching and assessment through ICT in higher education, as well as researchers with experience and/or interest in the e-learning field. Below is the resulting category system for each dimension and the levels of final agreement reached by the external judges:

- **Types of educational support**: 14 categories of educational supports were identified in the assessment processes, based both on bibliographical research and on the singularity of our cases. These 14 categories relate to different processes (see Table 1): (1) communicating the demands of assessment tasks, (2) communicating the correctness of assessment contents and (3) communicating the overall achievement. The final overall agreement reached by the three external judges was 0.88.

- **Proximity of educational support**: any educational support may adopt a direct or indirect approach regarding the learner who receives it (Rogoff 2003). Criteria used to distinguish both approaches are explained in Table 2. The overall agreement of the external judges applying these two categories was 0.91.

- **Level of elaboration of the educational support**: feedback can be expressed at different levels of elaboration of information (Álvarez, Guasch, and Espasa 2012; Kulhavy and Stock 1989). Lower levels are usually related to the verification of learning (simply expressing the correctness or incorrectness of contents: ‘very well’, ‘this is wrong’). Higher levels are related to elaboration of learning: the information communicated allows students to understand and overcome their mistakes. Higher levels of feedback are associated with expressing causes, showing examples, giving arguments or reasons, hints, etc. In our study, we distinguished three different levels of elaboration of educational supports – level 1 (low), level 2 (moderate) and level 3 (high) – according to the explicitness of contents, the exhaustivity of elements communicated, the justification of contents, the presence of examples, the presentation of
relationships between the content of support and other aspects of the course and the supply of contextual hints for using that support. The overall agreement by the judges applying the three categories was 0.89.

- **Quantity of educational support:** the overall amount of educational supports, and its evolution, as we will discuss later, is a dimension that allowed us to identify support patterns. Since it only involves adding up the final number of educational supports, there was no need to subject this dimension to the external judges’ consideration.

We identified 148 educational supports received by the individual student in the blended case and 412 supports in the virtual case. Every educational support was coded to a type category, assigned to a proximity category (direct or indirect support), and coded to a level of elaboration (levels 1, 2 or 3). We also noted the participant giving the support (instructors or peers), and coded the ICT device used for offering that assistance.

**Analysing the construction of shared meanings and the promotion of greater autonomy by students**

In terms of the construction of shared meanings between the instructor and the student, we distinguished two different yet interwoven processes: first, we analysed the negotiation of meanings revolving around the assessment contents; second, we studied the negotiation of meanings on the assessment task. In order to reach greater understanding of educational support processes, it is important to differentiate between the assistance intended to regulate the ‘how’, ‘when’ or ‘why’ of the activity, and that addressed to regulate the correctness of ideas, concepts or procedures expected to be learned. Supports like ‘I like very much this idea’, or ‘I am afraid you are confusing the term constructivism with constructionism’, are different from ‘This paper is due on May 8th’ or ‘Consider drawing a concept map or some sort of schema before writing the synthesis’. While all these educational supports can be given in the same context and can be interrelated, we must distinguish those addressed to improve the representation of the contents from those intended to adjust the representation of the task.

For the analysis of the construction of shared meanings on the assessment contents, we took as positive indicators the increasing supports confirming correct contents, as well as the decrease of supports pointing out incorrect and missing contents. Finally, we adjusted the interpretation considering the level of elaboration and proximity of such support, as well as the participant giving that support.

In order to analyse the construction of shared meanings on the task, we considered as positive indicators the progressive decrease of educational support (see Table 1); we also considered the source of the support, and the proximity and level of elaboration of such support.

As for the analysis of the transfer of control over learning to students, we considered as positive indicators: (1) the decrease of support over time, (2) the presence of support of gradually lower levels of elaboration, as well as (3) the decrease of direct support to the student. Keeping standards of qualitative research, no indicator was considered in an isolated manner; instead, we paid attention to the relations among all dimensions, taking into account the specific context revealed by the participants’ performance.
Results

Support patterns for promoting the construction of shared meanings on the assessment contents

The blended case

Regarding the meaning negotiation around the contents, we observed that in the blended case, this was present only in two activities in the LMS: through peer assessment (using a form) and in the forum discussions. This negotiation of meanings was always carried out among peers; there were no significant supports by the instructors. This pattern, which we called ‘peers’ responsibility during the activity’, yielded no positive indicators of such negotiation of meanings within these activities.
Regarding the development of negotiation of meanings throughout the assessment programme, we observed a similar pattern based on the transfer of responsibility to the students of such process of discussion of ideas and concepts during the intermediate units of the course. We could not identify any meaningful validation by the instructors. This pattern, which we called ‘peers’ responsibility during the programme’, produced some positive indicators, such as an increasing number of correct contents communicated during the course and a decreasing amount of incorrect contents. However, we must attribute these indicators to the negotiation process among peers.

**The virtual case**

With regard to the virtual case, we identified two different patterns depending on the individual or collaborative nature of the activity. In the collaborative activities, we observed the pattern ‘team negotiation during the activity with a final closure by the instructor’. During the activity development, the peers and the instructor offered support, communicating their agreement or disagreement with the contents written up to that point. By the end of the activity, the instructor gave direct support to the team communicating the suitability of those contents; the instructor also gave indirect support, appraising the contents of the activities elaborated by all the teams and making public comments to the whole class.

In the individual activities, we recognised a pattern called ‘final and personalised feedback by the instructor’. At the end of the activity, the instructor offered direct support to the student, commenting on the correct elements of the contents, and communicating the final grade. The presence of positive indicators of negotiation within a single unit was higher in the later units of the course, and lower in the first units.

With respect to the construction of shared meanings around the contents throughout the assessment programme, we detected the pattern ‘in-process and final support’ by the instructor. The instructor offered educational supports in that respect from Unit 1 to the Final Unit. Figure 1 shows the number of supports offered to the student concerning the communication of correct, incorrect and ignored contents.

![Figure 1. Evolution throughout the assessment programme of the educational supports for the representation of contents (virtual case).](image-url)
Support patterns for promoting the construction of shared meanings on the assessment task

The blended case

We identified a pattern based on ‘initial and indirect support’. At the beginning of the activity, we observed supports regarding the demands of assessment tasks given by the instructors to the whole class. These supports hardly appeared later in the development of the activity. There was one exception to this pattern in the individual synthesis activity, where a pattern is identified as ‘initial and final indirect support’. In addition to the initial communication of requirements, the instructors decided to publish on the platform all the students’ individual syntheses at the end of the activity.

Throughout the assessment programme, we observed a large number of educational supports during the Presentation Unit: indirect supports regarding the activity requirements – such as promoting the use of materials, presenting the relationship between a given activity to others, communicating the steps to be taken for the activity completion, etc. These supports generally decreased as the assessment process developed. However, at the end of the course, the instructors published all the individual syntheses on the platform. This peak of educational support at the end of the programme in our view indicates that instructors and students did not share meanings on the assessment task to a sufficient extent. Therefore, the support pattern we observed in the development of the assessment programme could be described as ‘initial and final indirect support’ to the student.

The virtual case

In the virtual case, the negotiation of meanings around the task took place differently in individual and collaborative activities. In individual activities, we identified a pattern based on the ‘initial and indirect communication of instructions’; the instructor gave support to the whole class, fostering a first representation of the activity at the start. In collaborative activities, though, we identified a more complex pattern: ‘initial communication of instructions and support to the process’. Besides the supply of indirect support at the beginning of the activity, we found supports throughout the whole assessment activity. The instructor gave educational support to enhance teamwork coordination and organisation. Some of these supports were also direct assistance intended to solve misunderstandings or incomprehension regarding the activity demands.

Regarding the assistance developed throughout the assessment programme, we identified a pattern called ‘initial communication of instructions and support to the process’. The communication of the demands of assessment tasks is revealed, in our study, by the presence of 10 different types of educational
support (see Table 1). For the sake of simplicity, Figure 2 shows five of these 10 types. We show the evolution of support concerning the communication of: the assessment criteria, the objectives of the activity, the process or steps to be taken, the deadlines or extension of the product and the strategies related to participation. The above-mentioned pattern apparently achieved a successful outcome as a clear positive indicator shows: the frequency of these educational supports generally decreases throughout the course. In the Initial Unit, we can see a great number of these supports; they appear in a decreasing profile in intermediate units of the course, and they dip in the Final Unit.

**Support patterns for transferring the control and responsibility over learning to the student**

*The blended case*

We identified two patterns of support which we called ‘steep transfer of control from the instructor to the student’ as a one-way movement and ‘transfer of control to the student and eventual retaking by the instructor’ as a back-and-forth movement.

There were examples of the ‘steep transfer’ pattern in peer assessment of presentations: the instructor gave the instructions for the activity at the beginning, and transferred completely to the students the responsibility of making contributions to the peer assessment, without any further assistance.

One example of the ‘transfer of control and eventual retaking’ is observed in the forum activity: the instructors gave supports to promote a first representation of the requested task; then, they transferred the responsibility of making contributions to such forums to the students; finally, the instructors took the control back at the end of the activity by making evaluative comments on the most relevant messages.
Figure 3 shows the amount of educational supports provided by instructors and peers throughout the assessment programme; we noticed that the instructors gave supports by means of ICT mostly at the beginning of the process (in the Presentation Unit) and at the end (during the Final Unit). In the intermediate units, the responsibility of assisting learning was delegated to the peers. This pattern points to the ‘transfer and retaking’ structure expressed within several activities of the same case. Therefore, this pattern – developed on an activity scale – might repeat itself on a larger scale – throughout the assessment programme.

The objective of transferring the control over learning to the student is only partially achieved by these support patterns. We gathered both positive and negative indicators of this process’s success. On the positive side, we detected an increasing number of indirect educational supports – as previously mentioned, increasing indirect support is taken as a positive indicator of efforts to transfer the control over learning to the student, as the student may not need more personalised and specific support. We could also see a greater number of peers’ support during intermediate units; this is interpreted as efforts to make the students more responsible for supporting each other in collaborative and peer-to-peer assessment activities. On the negative side, we observed a clear rise in the overall number of educational supports. We also detected that the support of a moderate level of elaboration (level 2) steadily increases throughout the course; however, according to our theoretical model, the support of lowest level of elaboration (level 1) should be the one increasing.

The virtual case

We identified a pattern which we called ‘continuous monitoring and support throughout the entire activity’. The instructor gave a reasonable amount of support at the beginning of the activity in order to communicate its demands. Throughout
the development of collaborative activities we detected direct supports, where the instructor communicated strategies to improve teamwork organisation and assessed the validity of contents elaborated up to that point in draft files. In the individual activities, the supports offered during their development were more indirect to the student (such as answering on a public forum a peer’s query). In both types of activity, the instructor gave direct and personalised supports regarding the correctness of contents at the end.

Figure 4 shows that the amount of educational support given by the instructor was always above that given by peers. The instructor’s monitoring and support was continuous throughout the assessment programme. In this case, we also observed an isomorphism between the patterns showed on a micro scale – within an assessment activity – and on a macro scale – throughout the assessment programme.

These patterns achieved the transfer of control to the student to a significant extent. We interpreted the decreasing educational support as the assessment programme unfolded to be a positive indicator (see Figure 4). Likewise, the assistance given in the programme displays lower levels of elaboration; indeed, the supports of the highest level of elaboration (level 3) reached their peak in Unit 1, and from that point on, supports had less justifications, examples, etc., which we interpreted as the student’s increased competence to use this assistance.

**Summarising all the support patterns**

We would like to finish the results section by summarising all the support patterns found in both cases. In Table 3, the same numeration of cells shows isomorphism of patterns; by isomorphism we understand that two patterns display in a similar structure or fashion within a single activity and throughout the entire assessment programme. Similarities include features like the moment when the educational support is offered; the type, quantity or proximity of that assistance or the agent who offers it.
Table 3. Summary of the educational support patterns identified in both cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negotiation of meanings</th>
<th>Around the contents</th>
<th>Around the task</th>
<th>Transfer of control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment programme</td>
<td>Assessment activity</td>
<td>Assessment programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blended case</strong></td>
<td>Peers’ responsibility during the programme</td>
<td>Peers’ responsibility during the activity</td>
<td>Initial and final indirect support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Virtual case</strong></td>
<td>In-process and final support</td>
<td>Final and personalised feedback by the instructor (individual activities) Team negotiation during the activity with a final closure by the instructor (collaborative activities)</td>
<td>Initial communication of instructions and support to the process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 6 6
Discussion

In previous empirical research, the different types of educational supports involved in good e-assessment practice (McLoughlin and Luca 2006; Morgan and O’Reilly 2006) – such as feedback, sharing assessment criteria with students, developing peer assessment, giving support to collaborative work, etc. – are analysed rather separately. Our approach led us to analyse different types of supports together and articulate them with other parameters of educational assistance, such as the proximity (Rogoff 2003), level of elaboration (Kulhavy and Stock 1989), quantity, time location of the activity (Mercer 2008), or source of the support. The result is the identification of patterns by which all these parameters are articulated in two different scenarios based on ICT.

We found that patterns of educational support offered through ICT showed up consistently across different assessment activities of the same case. We would also like to point out the common repetition of support patterns on different scales of the assessment practices. Our analysis allowed for the identification of some support patterns that displayed in a similar structure both on a smaller scale (within each assessment activity) and on a larger scale (at a trans-activity level; that is to say, throughout the assessment programme). This isomorphism of support patterns highlights the importance of studying assessment at these two different levels (Coll et al. 2007).

The analysis of educational supports was framed in the development of two general processes – the transfer of control over learning to the student and the construction of shared meanings – which enabled us to judge the ultimate achievement of such patterns of support. As for the results of these two processes, we must state that their level of success was dissimilar and also showed meaningful differences between the two cases. While the accomplishment was more evident in the virtual case, in the blended case the results were more modest. Although our goal was not to compare both cases, but only find diverse examples of support patterns, we actually found different patterns in the two cases. We must bear in mind that the format of the course was just one variable that differentiated the cases, along with other important factors such as the educational degree, the institution or the participants’ experience in online environments. This is a clear limitation of our study, as it hinders the comparison between the two cases. Besides, course formats might be of little importance when considering the influence of other processes such as the design of activities, social dynamics or instructors and students’ relational performances (Brooks and Bippus 2012).

Having different levels of achievement enables us to put forward some examples of patterns which, cautiously and under certain circumstances, could be either promoted or avoided if we want to foster greater autonomy and the construction of more appropriate meanings by the students. On the ‘undesirable side’, for instance, we identified that the usage of a support pattern, based on the ‘steep transfer’ of control to the student in the blended case, somehow contradicted the guidance required in gradually making the learner more autonomous in doing new or complex tasks (Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark 2006). In that same blended case, when analysing the negotiation of meanings around the contents, we identified that the instructors delegated the responsibility of such process to the peers, with no further mediation by them on the technological environment. Given that this is a postgraduate course, we could speculate that instructors might have overestimated the students’ capacity to self-regulate their learning and collaboration processes. In
other words, the instructors might have failed in detecting the students’ need for more explicit scaffolding (Rienties et al. 2012).

Again, while peer assessment and support are powerful tools to promote learning and knowledge construction in class (van der Pol et al. 2008), we believe that a minimum amount of validation by the instructors is always required in such semiotic processes; this is especially true for online environments where instructors have to find the right amount of posting to foster peer discussion without hampering it (Mazzolini and Maddison 2007). Our result also corroborates the instructor’s importance in creating intersubjectivity in online group discourse asserted by previous research (Bober and Dennen 2001; Dennen and Wieland 2007; Remesal 2011).

Another ‘avoidable’ pattern we observed was based on an ‘eventual retaking’ of control by the instructor at the very end of the assessment process, addressing misunderstandings or correcting mistakes when it was simply too late for the students.

On the other hand, we identified some patterns that proved to be successful. For instance, the instructor’s display of continuous monitoring and mixed assistance (both by peers in collaborative activities and by the instructor) was a powerful tool for detecting incomprehension and improving teamwork in the online case. Fostering collaborative work and peer-to-peer discussion are features of a student-centred approach often attributed to online settings (Heckman and Annabi 2005; Vess 2005); however, the successful pattern of support found in this research shows that these features are not incompatible, but rather reconcilable, with instructor’s continuous assistance. Continuous monitoring might allow the instructor to diagnose needs in an ongoing process of collaboration, enabling them to detect differences in collaboration styles. This could facilitate the creation of a scaffolding process, whereby the instructor adjusts their assistance to the students’ collaboration, therefore improving the ultimate quality of online learning (Rienties et al. 2012).

We observed, as well, that the role assigned to ICT was a key variable that explained successful support patterns; for instance, in the virtual case, we identified that the technological environment was regarded both as a space to gather information on the student’s learning, and for promoting it (thus fostering the instructor–student interaction, as well as the peer-to-peer interaction). This role assigned to ICT obviously contrasted with what we identified in the blended case, where ICT was used more as a space for gathering information on the student’s learning process, rather than as an environment for supporting it. Actually, in that case, instructors saved most of their supports for the face-to-face setting. This is not a minor issue, as it clearly relates to the claim for a new focus of e-assessment driven by pedagogical criteria instead of technological priorities (Whitelock 2010).

A small-scale study like ours does not intend to provide ‘universal’ results, but only specific examples that will help us reach a deeper understanding on how certain supports might work in particular e-assessment contexts. We consider that support patterns are strongly linked to the specific contextual conditions of educational settings; therefore, the study of cases that adopt different contents, assessment activities or technological tools from the ones we studied will likely produce different results.

Conclusions
In this study, we took a closer look at educational supports in assessment practices. We were able to articulate some dimensions of educational support in order to identify examples of patterns intended to transfer the control of learning from the
instructor to the student, and to promote the student’s construction of increasingly shared meanings with their instructor.

Our analysis allowed us to identify some patterns in the manifestation of educational support in two different scenarios. Now we know that support patterns were more effective in the virtual scenario and less successful in the blended course. Specific support patterns mediated by ICT underlying these different results were pinpointed. The success of support patterns cannot be completely predicted beforehand: ‘actions that would appear to be the most likely to produce learning might not do so in a particular situation’ (Black and Wiliam 2009, 7). Even so, we believe it is important to pay attention to the impact of certain support patterns on students’ learning. This is especially important if we want to enhance the design of current educational settings mediated by ICT.

In general, the results show that ICT can be an optimal medium to offer support in assessment practices, provided that participants assign to technological devices a role not only for gathering learning indicators and for marking, but also as a means for assisting learning. Further research should contrast the results found in this study. The inherent limitations of case study methodology, regarding the generalisation of results, force us to recommend additional research that might identify different support patterns from the ones we found.
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